Dear Project Archaeology Coordinators,
Master Teachers, and Friends;

The 8th Annual Project Archaeology Leadership Academy was a great success. Nineteen new master teachers from ten states
First, I want to send good thoughts to our
are already hard at work planning workProject Archaeology Master Teachers in
shops, developing partnerships, connecting
Texas who may be affected by Hurricane
with existing state programs, and planning
Harvey. I spoke with Pam Wheat from Fulnew shelter investigations and other curricton; Pam has been a long-time supporter of
ulum projects.
Project Archaeology in Texas and during
her tenure at Crow Canyon Archaeological Our newest curriculum guide, Investigating
Center in Colorado. Nearby Rockport was Rock Art, is nearing completion and our first
where the storm came ashore on Friday.
workshops are planned for next summer.
They built their new home to withstand 200 With financial support from the Tennessee
mile an hour winds and it has survived the
Valley Authority, Courtney Agenten is finstorm. Pam said that much of the historic
ishing up the basic guide and developing an
district and archaeological sites in Rockport investigation for the Painted Bluff Site, an
and Fulton also survived and she is planning important rock art panel on the Tennessee
to do a historic preservation program when River in northern Alabama. Karen Mann is
she returns to her home. Pam and her hus- planning an Investigating Rock Art workshop
band Phil are taking the opportunity to visit in Huntsville early next summer. Erika
friends in other parts of Texas. We hope
Malo is making great progress in Investigatthat our other Texas friends will survive the ing Food and Land and we are looking forstorm and its aftermath as well as Pam and ward to getting back to work on Investigating
Phil.
Migration following some initial review and
testing.

Project Archaeology staff have been busy
working with the Girl Scouts in Utah and
the Boy Scouts at their national Jamboree
this summer. Sam Kirkley, our Utah Coordinator, and Lindsay Bramble, a new master
teacher and Girl Scout representative for
Utah, put together a wonderful camp in
Professor Valley near Moab. We have already received several requests to replicate
the camp in other states. Our next newsletter issue will focus on our work with both
the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts and other
youth groups.
The Leadership Team will meet in Bozeman
in late October. Please let us know if you
have any issues or challenges you would like
us to address.
Enjoy the rest of your summer!
Best regards,
Jeanne

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER!

By Erika Malo - National Network Coordinator

Introducing: Investigating
a Shotgun House
Discover the past through evidence
from a mid 20th century archaeological site at Davis Bottom, a multiracial, urban, working-class neighborhood in Lexington, KY! In this investigation, students will use geography,
history, and archaeology to learn
about a Kentucky shotgun house and
the people who lived in it!
Examine historic photographs, primary documents, artifacts, and maps
of a Shotgun House shelter. Students
meet Kenny Demus and the Lafoon
sisters who grew up in rented shotgun houses, by reading their biographies. Then they “uncover” a real
archaeological site, classify artifacts,
study the contents of a privy, and
infer how Lexington’s urban geography influenced the neighborhood and
its future.
Explore the history of Lexington’s
working class, the meaning of neighborhood, and definition of family.
Engage students in a debate on a current civic dilemma involving archaeology and preservation, and the stereotypes we hold about the working
poor.
Available online here!

In August, Courtney Agenten, Project
Archaeology’s Minnesota State Coordinator, and I traveled to the Oriental
Institute at the University of Chicago to
teach the Leadership Legacy Institute.
Project Archaeology and the Oriental
Institute co-organized the event. It was
generously supported by a grant from
the Whole Kids Foundation. Fourteen inference. Participants had a few hours
to explore the museum on their own
educators from Illinois, Colorado, Iowa, Florida, Utah, Alabama, Minnesota, and think about how they could use oband Mongolia came to learn about Pro- jects in their classrooms.
ject Archaeology: Investigating
“THE OPPORTUNITY TO SEE AND USE ARTIFACTS IN
Nutrition. Some of the parCONTEXT, AS WELL AS NETWORKING WITH OTHERS
ticipants were new to ProIN THE FIELD WAS INVALUABLE!”
ject Archaeology, but two
-WORKSHOP PARTICIPANT
veteran State Coordinators
from Colorado and Iowa came to the
We are excited to have a continuing
academy. Participants are now certified relationship with the Oriental Institute
Master Teachers and can offer their own and look forward to many more Project
Archaeology professional development
Project Archaeology workshops.
opportunities at their amazing
“I HAVE ALWAYS WONDERED HOW TO
museum and research center.
INTROCUE ARCHAEOLOGY INTO [MY] CLASSROOM. NOW I KNOW.”
-WORKSHOP PARTICIPANT

Amidst an intense immersion into
Investigating Nutrition, we took time
to visit exhibits at the Oriental Institute and the Field Museum as well as
listen to fascinating talks by Oriental
Institute scholars. We learned about
food security in Egypt and what
people ate in Egypt and Mesopotamia through archaeological and
written records. Our visit to the Field Top: Participants design posters about diet diversity
Museum started with a class on object- Above: Courtney Agenten describes Oriental Institute
based learning. We learned how to
collections
use the Field Museum’s N.M. Harris
Learning Collection Center’s objects
to teach concepts like observation and

NETWORK SPOTLIGHT

Meet A. Gwynn Henderson
By Dr. A. Gwynn Henderson — Kentucky Project Archaeology State Coordinator
For many years, I have been the education
coordinator at the Kentucky Archaeological Survey (KAS). I am also a KAS staff
archaeologist. The latter means that I analyze ancient pottery made in the middle
Ohio Valley and conduct research on ancient Native farming cultures. However, as
Education Coordinator, I am a public archaeologist, archaeology educator, and
(according to KAS archaeologist Jay
Stottman) an activist archaeologist. In collaboration with my long-term colleague,
retired University of Kentucky Professor
Linda Levstik, who is an internationally
recognized history education research
scholar, I also study how children learn
about the past.

In those early
years, KAS sponsored or cosponsored with
other organizations Intrigue of
the Past teacher
workshops.
They were very
successful. However, in time,
we could not
afford to hold
them. That’s because the accepted
standard for teacher
workshop funding
changed: from charging
teachers (or their schools)
a fee to participate to providing
teachers daily stipends to attend workshops. Our last workshop was in 2014.

cusing on a Native American site. Like
Investigating a Shotgun House, funds
from the Federal Highway Administration are supporting its
development in part. I am
hopeful that the development process will be a
little more streamlined
for this one, because
we’ve already prepared
a shelter investigation
before. It also helps that
the site type and culture
is my personal archaeological research context Fort Ancient village farming peoples who lived in
the middle Ohio Valley
from A.D. 1000 to 1750.
So, from a certain perspective,
my job is infused with and has almost always been infused with elements
of Project Archaeology, either overtly and
through personally facilitating workshops,
or less overtly through conversations with
teachers, museum educators, and people
interested in learning about Kentucky’s
archaeological heritage. As Education Coordinator at KAS, and as a public archaeologist, I would be lost without Project Archaeology.

As KAS Education Coordinator, I have
This does not mean that KAS has not conbeen responsible for or involved in a host
tinued to use Project Archaeology materiof archaeology education programs and
als in other archaeology education conprojects: developing educational materials,
texts. When we go to classrooms or day
leading workshops, and working with
camps, we routinely use lessons from Inteachers and interested citizens. My job
trigue of the Past, which in many cases have
runs the gamut from writing booklets for
been revised using Kentucky data (for exthe pubMY JOB IS INFUSED WITH AND HAS ALMOST ALWAYS ample,
lic, to
ExperiBEEN INFUSED WITH ELEMENTS OF PROJECT
working
mental
ARCHAEOLOGY
with
Archaeothers to
ology, the Rock Art activities,
prepare museum exhibits, to giving inand the Road Showdown).
class presentations. I also oversee underWhen teachers call us for curgraduates and graduate students who work
riculum help, we recommend
on some of the educational programs and
Investigating Shelter and Intrigue
projects that KAS administers or sponsors
of the Past as reliable and auand supports.
thentic archaeology education
Bringing Project Archaeology to Kentucky materials.
in 1999 was one of the first things KAS did
For the past several years, developing and
upon its formation. We had seen the Infield-testing Investigating a Shotgun House Top: Gwynn Henderson poses during lab research.
trigue of the Past materials and heard about
took up quite a bit of my work time (see Above: Gwynn Henderson records notes in the field
how effective those materials were
article on pages 4-5). This past January,
through the Society for American ArchaePhotos courtesy of A. Gwynn Henderson
we completed Shotgun, which the Proology’s Public Education Committee (SAA
ject Archaeology Leadership Academy
PEC), of which I was a member for many
used this summer to good reviews.
years.
I have turned my attention now to developing another investigation, this time fo-

Behind the Curriculum: Developing
Investigating a Shotgun House

Background work reFOR SHOTGUN, WE WERE IN THE RIGHT PLACE AT
quired to develop Investigating a
Shotgun House was expedited
THE RIGHT TIME WITH THE RIGHT SECTION 106
because it was one of several
MITIGATION PROJECT
If I had known then what I know now,
education elements implementwould Kentucky Project Archaeology have emed in advance of construction of the new
ducer of the documentary, joined me in inbarked on developing Investigating a Shotgun
road. The others included a one hour docu- terviewing former residents. His extensive
House?
mentary on the community - the awardvideotaped interviews with a host of other
Looking back over the long, long process
winning Davis Bottom: Rare History, Valuable
former residents provided the background
(2011-2017), my answer is still yes.
Lives; a series of lessons linked to the art pan- information used in the geography and histoels commissioned
ry sections. The Today Section profited from
Development
for the documenthe social impact assessment conducted in
The Kentucky Artary (see image to
Davis Bottom by UK Assistant Professor Dr.
chaeological Survey’s
left); and an exten- Juliana McDonald, and a Masters thesis by
(KAS) decision to
sive website includ- UK geography student Kathleen Powers
support Kentucky Proing information on which considered the dynamics of city and
ject Archaeology’s inthe neighborhood’s neighborhood negotiations regarding the
volvement in the
architecture, oral
outcomes of the road building project.
Investigating Shelter
history, archaeoloBut that wasn’t enough - or at least it wasn’t
curriculum was an
gy, and history (link
enough for me. I desperately wanted to get
ambitious one. Made in
here).
critical feedback from the end-users - teachthe flush of optimism
So,
when
we
started
ers and students - to ensure that the final
and naiveté, Kentucky
work
on
Shotgun,
we
product was engaging, relevant, and had no
Project Archaeology set as
had
funding
and
a
deep
unforeseen speedbumps that would impact
its goal to develop two
and rich foundation of anyone’s ability to use the curriculum easily,
case studies - one targetinformation at our
creatively, and appropriately.
ing an historic site and
fingertips,
uncovered,
the other targeting a
This is where Valerie McCormick, archaeolcollected, and vetted
Top: Davis Bottom in 1890s
Native American site.
ogist at the Nashville District and an alumna
by archaeologists, archiBottom: Davis Bottom before field work
of Project Archaeology, came in at a most ausKAS has a strong relationtectural historians, culship with the archaeologists at the Kentucky tural anthropologists, and historians. All we picious time. The Nashville District Corps of
Engineers (COE) was looking to fund arDepartment of Transportation. These folks had to do was write it following an already
chaeology education projects. The Lake
share the Survey’s commitment to public
prepared format.
Cumberland drawdown during repairs to
archaeology and archaeology education. For
It was brutal!
Wolf Creek Dam had impacted cultural reShotgun, KAS was in the right place at the
right time with the right Section 106 project. With more information than we knew what sources. Did KAS need any support for ar(Section 106 of the National Historic Preser- to do with, important decisions rested on the chaeology education or public archaeology
projects? Did we ever!
vation Act requires projects that involve
shoulders of KAS’s urban
federal money, permits, or lands to take into archaeologist Dr. Jay
account the effect they will have on archaeo- Stottman, who oversaw the
logical resources)
development of the archaeDevelopment of Investigating a Shotgun House ological elements in the case
was funded in part by Federal Highway Ad- study. KAS’s architectural
ministration (FHWA) funds. The Newtown historian, Janie-Rice BrothPike Extension Project was a project made in er, intimately familiar with
heaven for the development of a shelter in- Kentucky shotgun houses
and their diversity, providvestigation. The road project had been on
the books for over 50 years. When it finally ed the architectural informaterialized in the late 1990s, not only was mation we needed. InvaluaGwynn Henderson interviews students
the FHWA required to ensure that the high- ble research on the neighborhood
was
presented
in
way did not adversely impact archaeological
Heather Dollins’ Masters thesis in historic
Piloting, Testing, Research
sites, but social impact assessments of the
preservation
from
the
University
of
Kenproject’s impact on the lives of the poor and
Core of Engineers funding supported a week
tucky (UK). Shotgun required more detailed
minority residents of the Davis Bottom
-long teachers workshop devoted to introinformation about the Davis Bottom neighneighborhood also were required by Presiducing teachers to Investigating Shelter as an
borhood, so Tom Law, the director and prodent Clinton’s Executive Order 12898.
example of inquiry-based teaching. Partici-

By Dr. A. Gwynn Henderson—Kentucky Project
Archaeology State Coordinator

pating teachers provided us with critical comments on how well the lessons and materials
stood the test of use. In addition, COE monies
provided support for an in-class pilot project
during which a revised Investigating a Shotgun
House was tested with students in four Kentucky elementary school classrooms.

Did we take more calendar time than we
planned (because of other job responsibilities),
and spend more development time than we
planned (because it was all new to us), and
spend more money than we planned? Yes, we
did.

Because none of us had ever prepared a shelter
Our findings from that pilot project were
investigation before, we didn’t know how to
wonderful, amazing, and humbling. The
best operationalize information collecting and
teachers told us - Dr. Linda Levstik, UK Pro- materials development. Yes, we used other
fessor (now retired) from the College of Edu- investigations as templates. Yes, we talked to
cation and my long-time colleague in archaeol- the national office and to others who had preogy education, and me - how well the materi- pared a shelter investigation, but we didn’t
als worked technically, but also how well the understand the engineering of curriculum dematerials envelopment.
gaged their
We didn’t
students in
realize that
inquiry-based
we would
learning about
have to do the
the poor Afriactivities to be
can-American
sure they
and European
worked, and
-American
to develop the
residents of
answers (!),
Davis Botand adjust the
tom. The
data if it was
students, too,
unclear, and
shared with us
adjust the
what they thought, and Students investigate the Shotgun House floor map questions if they didn’t
learned, and in some cases felt, about race and work. In other words, we explored Investigatpoverty; and about home and family, neighing a Shotgun House at least two or three times
borhood, and community. Along with the
all the way through over the course of the
intended content and conceptual takeaways,
unit’s development. WHEW!
we discovered that Shotgun held deeper and
We had so much data, it was difficult to figure
broader underlying themes and broader civic
out exactly what to access and to privilege in
connections than we had anticipated. These
the investigation - although we had very sperelated to very timely and fundamental social
cific notions of the themes we thought the unit
studies concepts of civil rights in America and
would address and the respectful tone we
issues surrounding socioeconomic differences
must strike. In addition, we wanted to provide
in our country.
lessons and activities that did not overlap with
What We Learned
or cover the same archaeological content and
activities as other investigations. This meant
We hope that some of the innovations we decarefully studying the other shelter investigaveloped for Investigating a Shotgun House will be
tions. In this regard, Investigating Shelter and its
copied by others. These include: 1) the Powcase studies is inspired. Each one is different,
erpoint presentations in lieu of overheads that
and yet all are arranged according to a very
teachers also can use as supplemental visuals
clear format with a similarity of approach.
and content; 2) printable Shotgun House site
What this means is, a teacher can do several
maps in two sizes available through the nationdifferent shelter investigations, each one
al office; 3) the “story behind it” pages that
slightly different, but each one building on the
describe the narratives encoded in each quadother.
rant’s artifact distributions; 4) a timeline element; 5) a suggestion for how to teach the unit Kentucky Project Archaeology has begun
if time is short; and 6) purposefully linking the developing its next shelter investigation…
investigation to broader social studies/history
curricula (in our case, World History For Us
All) and to more targeted extensions (the ones
we developed as part of the Davis Bottom History Preservation Project).

NATIONAL TEAM
COMINGS AND GOINGS
Meet Hannah Ludlow
Project Archaeology’s Newest
Student Intern
Hannah Ludlow is a Junior
at Montana State University.
She is studying anthropology and history and is also
studying in the Honors College. Archaeology is a subject near and dear to her
heart and she looks forward
to learning more about archaeology and teaching as
she grows as an archaeologist and student. As an intern she does whatever the
Project Archaeology team
needs of her. Her work primarily involves assisting in
and preparing for events as
well as writing for the Project Archaeology blog.
Eventually, Hannah hopes to
have a PhD in anthropology
and have a career as a professor or curate for a museum or historical society.

2017 Summer Workshops

Multiple Workshops: Loa and Jarvie Ranch, UT

The Project Archaeology network was busy
this summer putting on workshops across the
country. Thank you to all of our hard working coordinators and master teachers! Welcome to those that are new to Project Archaeology! We’re excited to have you on the
team!
Photos courtesy of Sam Kirkley, Candice Cravins,
Courtney Agenten, and Erika Malo

Leadership Academy: Bozeman, MT

Leadership Legacy: Chicago, IL

The Archaeology Museum: Mobile, AL

Project Archaeology
Montana State University
Department of Sociology and Anthropology
2-128 Wilson Hall
Bozeman, MT 59717
Phone: 406.994.7582
Fax: 406.994.3177
E-mail: projectarchaeology@montana.edu
www.projectarchaeology.org
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter!

Project Archaeology is an educational program dedicated to teaching
scientific and historical inquiry, cultural understanding, and the importance of protecting our nation’s rich cultural resources. We are a
national network of archaeologists, educators, and concerned citizens
working to make archaeology education accessible to students and teachers nationwide through high-quality educational materials and professional development. Project Archaeology is a joint program of Montana
State University and the Bureau of Land Management.

www.projectarchaeology.org

Investigating Shelter

Online Professional Development

Join us for an exciting trip back in time to investigate archaeology!

You will use this virtual workshop to practice the basics of scientific
inquiry (observation, inference, evidence, and classification) using
authentic archaeological data. You will learn first hand how to help
your students apply archaeological concepts as they investigate a shelter using primary data sources such as maps, artifact illustrations,
historic photographs and oral histories. By using this curriculum you
will fulfill many Common Core State Standards requirements in social
studies, English Language Arts, and math. Your students discover
archaeology and history through engaging hands-on activities. This is a
‘must-do’ course that will not only enhance your own understanding
of archaeology, but will also provide you with a comprehensive set of
lessons which you can use in your own classroom.

What: Online Educator Course

When: Beginning October 2nd, 2017 for eight
weeks (4 - 5 self-directed hours/week)
Where: ONLINE at your convenience
Who: Upper elementary teachers (3rd - 6th grades)
Cost: $175
Participating teachers will receive:


Convenient online access to professional development



Inquiry-based instruction and lessons



Full instruction in archaeological science for the classroom

Customize your course by choosing which shelter you want to investi- 
gate! Do you want to explore a slave cabin, plains tipi, farm house,
colonial home, wickiup, rock shelter, or earthlodge?
Visit us at www.projectarchaeology.org to register!

A complete curriculum guide, Project Archaeology: Investigating
Shelter, endorsed by the National Council for the Social Studies (textbook included in course cost)



Access to a database of 16 regional shelter investigations



Instructions for assembling your own classroom materials
during the course

Interested?
Register online at www.projectarchaeology.org by September 25, 2017
Contact: Erika Malo 406.994.6727 erika.malo@montana.edu

